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Relationship Builder: Umberto Fedeli

CEO Talk:

How I “C” real leaders
I think it’s remarkable that Fortune magazine recently
ranked Pope Francis No. 1 in an article titled “Fortune
Ranks the World’s 50 Greatest Leaders.” Pope Francis sets
the example by how he lives and how he treats people with
kindness and compassion. Through his actions, he illustrates
humility, simplicity and how to be nonjudgmental. He is
a true servant leader. Thanks to my dear friend, Lorraine
Dodero, I had the tremendous opportunity to meet him
in Rome last fall with my wife, my oldest son, Nick, and a
number of friends.
Pope Francis exemplifies real leadership. There are
millions of articles written by people from all different walks
of life regarding what real leadership is. There’s no shortage
of thoughts and ideas. To me, real leadership is having the
following “Cs.”

procrastinating because they ultimately know they will be
judged by their results. Like the great management guru
Peter Drucker says, “Show me a great organization, and I’ll
show you a monomaniac on a mission.”
Leaders also have to be passionate and have an ultimate
vision of what needs to be done, which includes goals, steps
and action plans. They are willing to accept that there may
be consequences to their decisions. Leadership is doing the
right things for the right reasons, and many decisions that
leaders make may not be popular at the time.
But the antithesis of successful leadership is trying to
make everyone happy. It doesn’t work. Throughout history,
many great leaders were not popular at the times they were
leading. Ultimately, leaders keep their commitments and
show respect and loyalty to people.

Character

Compassion

Real leaders demonstrate tremendous integrity and are
consistent and truthful. They are intellectually honest and see
things the way they really are, not the way they may like to see
them. They do the right thing, and they do things right.
Trust is also important. There cannot be good leadership
without trust. People will look at leaders’ actions more than
their words. People don’t like to be lectured to, so they will
look at the examples leaders set.
Leaders start with themselves. They never ask someone
to do something they wouldn’t do personally, and they keep
themselves and others accountable. Leaders are introspective
and are able to criticize themselves and others. When they
criticize, they do so with the intent to improve because they
care. They do not criticize in a demeaning or arrogant way.
In a leadership role, before we figure out what we need to
do, we need to figure out who we want to be. And we need
to become the best version of ourselves.

Commitment

Real leaders have a sense of urgency to get things done.
They tend to be assertive and take charge in a collaborative
manner. They tend to be tenacious and competitive in many
aspects of their lives.
Leaders succeed and accomplish. They try to avoid
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Real leaders have a tremendous sense of concern and a genuine
compassion for those with whom they are working. People
have a difficult time following a leader if they do not feel that
the leader has a genuine interest and concern for them and
their wellbeing. Leaders tend to be naturally altruistic and
empathetic. They must be able to put themselves in other
people’s shoes. A great man once said, “No one really cares
how much you know until they know how much you care.”
Leaders also tend to have a sense of appreciation. People
who are appreciative or have an attitude of gratitude tend
to be more humble. There is a direct correlation between
appreciation and humility. You have to have some sense of
humility in order to be able to thank someone. Leaders need
to know three important words — PLEASE, THANK YOU
and SORRY.

Contribution

Real leaders have to put people first, or who they are serving
above being served. It’s about servant leadership. Leaders
act and make a difference, understanding it’s about making
a contribution, not a comparison. They tend to be more
concerned about the greater good than self-interest.
Leaders also understand the transfer of emotions. They
understand that you cannot force someone to trust you.

Leaders have the ability to inspire, which is a part of the
transfer of emotions. People want to follow them.
Real leaders also have wisdom, and they make good
choices. It’s not that they don’t make mistakes, but they
make more good choices than bad choices. When they do
make bad choices, they are willing to admit it, adapt and
change direction to make things right in order to move
forward.

Communicate

Real leaders communicate messages, clarify and
overcommunicate. They really take the time to explain what
they are doing, so that people can understand and become a
part of the process. Leaders know how to make people a part
of the process, so people aren’t just being told but are having
their input and ideas acknowledged.

Courage/confidence

Real leaders have to be courageous but also be willing to
show their vulnerability, and therefore be authentic. They
are very comfortable with who they are. They understand
they have strengths and weaknesses, but they play to their
strengths. Leaders don’t have to play a role. They are the
role model.
Leaders tend to be confident and almost fearless. It’s often
about doing ordinary things extraordinarily. But they have to
balance confidence with some sense of humility. If they do
not balance confidence with humility, they will come across
as arrogant and insensitive.
Real leaders also have to balance confidence with not
being fearful, such as making decisions that may not be
popular at the time. They have to be able to make difficult
decisions without showing fear.

Collaborate/connect

Although having relationships with various constituencies
is important, leadership is about the relationships between
the leader and the team. Real leaders know how to engage
and encourage people. They understand that people need to
be motivated. People need to understand why and what the
purpose is.

Leaders need to know
three important words —
PLEASE, THANK YOU and SORRY.
Leaders are able to create an environment where people
are willing to work together and pull their strengths
together. They create an environment where individuals
will apply their abilities. Then, knowing how to use people’s
strengths and abilities, leaders will connect skills and
strengths. They know how to build.
Furthermore, real leaders know how to collaborate and get
people to come to a greater good. They know how to bring
people together to pursue a common cause, aligning people
together, aligning their missions together and identifying
the common goals and the common good. Leaders also have
the ability to persuade and gain confidence in a collaborative
environment. They can get people to buy in. This is
connectability. But leaders know if they don’t communicate,
and if they don’t build relationships, then they ultimately
cannot collaborate.
I “C” several important attributes in a real leader. Real
leaders have good character, honor commitments, show
compassion, make contributions, effectively communicate,
demonstrate courage and confidence, and successfully
collaborate and connect. Being a real leader is not
easy and requires a constant commitment to personal
development. By studying the actions of great leaders such
as Pope Francis, all of us, in our own way, can make an
impactful and lasting contribution.

Umberto P. Fedeli,
President and CEO of The Fedeli Group
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Making Introductions

Getting connected
At The Fedeli Group, we do more than risk management, employee benefits, and help
our clients buy insurance. We help you exchange information, ideas and resources
with people that can help take your business to the next level.
A luncheon with Cleveland Mayor Frank Jackson
and various community and business leaders
including Dr. Akram Boutros, president and
CEO of MetroHealth; Marc Krantz, of Kohrman
Jackson & Krantz P.L.L.; Tony Panzica, of
Panzica Construction; Joe Miceli, of Miceli Dairy
Products; Sonny Orlando, of Orlando Baking Co.;
John Miceli, of Miceli Dairy Products; Dan Walsh,
president of Huntington National Bank; Rick
Chiricosta, president and CEO of Medical Mutual;
Paul Clark, president of PNC Bank; Dr. Karen
Cooper, of The Cleveland Clinic; and Jill Akins

Jerry Lamm, of Cardpak; Ohio State University
Head Football Coach Urban Meyer; and Tara Lamm
at a reception on The Fedeli Group terrace

Umberto Fedeli sharing “Lessons in Life and Business” with associates of
Cleveland Clinic Innovations, including Gary Fingerhut, executive director,
and Dr. Thomas Graham, chief innovation officer, Justice Family Chair in
Medical Innovation and vice chair, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
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A luncheon with Speaker of the Ohio House Bill
Batchelder and community and business leaders,
including Strongsville Mayor Tom Perciak; Jerry
Cirino, president of Reichert Technologies; and Dan
Walsh, president of Huntington National Bank

Making Introductions

caption

A luncheon with Art Falco, president and CEO of
PlayhouseSquare Foundation

Nick Fedeli at Flight Options LLC, the world’s second-largest
private aviation company

Guest and visit dates:
• Former New York City
Mayor Rudolph Guiliani,
October 2012
• Sam Miller, co-chairman emeritis
and treasurer of Forest City
Enterprises, May 2013
• Chris Connor, CEO of
Sherwin-Williams, June 2013
• Speaker of the House John Boehner,
March 2013, June 2013 and July 2014
• Ohio Sen. Rob Portman,
June 2013
• Beth Mooney, chairman and
CEO of KeyBank, August 2013
A luncheon with Dr. Alex Johnson, the fourth president of
Cuyahoga Community College
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Risk Management

Managing risk,

producing
results
How Fedeli’s risk management solutions
have helped Flambeau keep growing

F

lambeau Inc. all began with a frog.
OK, not really. It began with W.R. Sauey and
his brother, Ed, who combined their savings
to purchase parts to build a plastic injection
molding machine in 1947. The first product they
produced with their new machine was a frog-shaped plastic
fishing lure, which is prominently displayed on Flambeau’s
website and serves as something of a company mascot.
The fishing lure was a logical first product for the
brothers, who spent their formative years near the
Flambeau River, a tributary of the Chippewa River in
northern Wisconsin that served as the inspiration for their
company’s name.
Under the leadership of the Sauey family, Flambeau has
grown over the past 67 years to include a dozen product
lines, thousands of employees and well over 1 million
square feet of production space at plants in Wisconsin,
Ohio, Indiana, Georgia and Arizona, and internationally in
England and Mexico.
The company produces manufactured plastic products in
a number of spaces, including arts and crafts, automotive,
lawn and garden, electronics and packaging.
8 u Fedeli Factor

Flambeau’s first
product: a frogshaped fishing lure

W.R. Sauey, left,
and Ed Sauey,
right, in 1954

photos courtesy of Flambeau

Jason Sauey, CEO,
Flambeau

Today, Flambeau is the largest company
in the Nordic Group, the parent holding
company that is led by W.R. Sauey’s son,
Jason Sauey.
Sauey aims to continue down the
successful path blazed by his father and
uncle by adhering to the principles that have
guided the company throughout its history.
“We’ve been privately held and family
run since our beginnings,” Sauey says.
“Quite simply, we believe in high
performance through hard work and an
adherence to basic values like taking care of
the customer.”
The Fedeli Group has partnered with
Flambeau for several years, helping the
company continue growing and succeeding
by meeting the risk management needs of
Sauey and his team. Fedeli’s involvement
ensures that Flambeau continues to serve
its markets at the same high level of
performance the company always has.

Appetite for risk

The Fedeli Group works closely with
Flambeau to identify areas of risk
throughout the organization and to develop
risk-management strategies centered on
comprehensive insurance coverage.
Fedeli has helped Flambeau deal with
risk factors including stop loss, which
protects against catastrophic losses, and
workers’ compensation insurance. This risk
management expertise is especially critical
for Flambeau, because the company deals
with a relatively high level of risk due to its
position as a manufacturing company with
many workers and locations. Flambeau has
expanded multiple times over the course
of its existence, and each time it considers
expanding its operations to a new location,
the company opens itself up to a new stream
of potential risks.
“For Flambeau specifically, they can
deal with environmental exposures, not

so much inherent in their own processes,
but they might have to deal with old fuel
tanks or chemical usage by the companies
that occupied that space beforehand,” says
Tim Moroney, a risk manager at The Fedeli
Group who works closely with Flambeau.
“We help them take a look at those types of
situations and assess the risk factors.”
Sauey says the company deals with
elevated risk levels through careful and
frequent analysis of risk factors and constant
contact with Fedeli to develop and maintain
an ongoing strategy to control risk exposure.
“We’re willing to deal with a little more
risk than maybe some other companies,”
Sauey says. “We look at things like higher
deductibles and self-insurance options, but
the bottom line is, we’re by no means risk
averse, so we need to perform an ongoing
analysis with Fedeli to give ourselves the
best possible picture of what the future
continued on next page
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Risk Management

Sample of products
manufactured by
Flambeau

continued from previous page
holds in any given scenario we might
encounter.”
Determining the amount of risk a
company is willing to take on is a business
decision that each company has to make.
“Flambeau decided to take on more risk
as a way to try to gain business,” Moroney
says. “They want to reap the benefit of
having good business practices. If I take a
larger deductible and say I’ll pay for losses
under X, I can get a premium credit for
that. If my actual losses are better than
anticipated, I can save additional money.”
10 u Fedeli Factor

A good fit

Fedeli has advised Flambeau since 2010,
but the relationship between the companies
really started when Sauey developed a
business relationship with Umberto Fedeli.
The relationship became a friendship,
and Fedeli was soon brought aboard as
Flambeau’s primary risk adviser.
Both Sauey and Moroney say open
communication is the key to the success of
the working relationship between Fedeli
and Flambeau. Both Fedeli and Flambeau
value face-to-face dialogue and developing a
mutual sense of trust.
“You can’t be a good adviser if you don’t
develop a strong working knowledge of your
clients and how they operate in every facet
of their business,” Moroney says. “That is
why the open lines of communication are so
critical to what we do. It’s why we strive to
build relationships that go above and beyond
merely providing a service.”
For Flambeau, which assumes a higher
level of risk, the trust factor is important.
Instead of developing a strategy around high
levels of insurance coverage, the company’s
leaders have developed a strategy around
managing the risk they have assumed,
relying on Fedeli’s guidance in the decisionmaking process.
“We like to deal in likely outcomes,”
Sauey says. “We’re not concerned that we’re
covered for everything, so we want to cover
what we really think needs to be covered by
insurance and develop a plan for handling
the risk we allow ourselves to face.”
For Sauey and his team, trust equals
confidence. They trust the support structure
Fedeli has put in place, which gives them
the added confidence to continue looking at
new growth opportunities.
“Fedeli considers the likely outcomes
and also presents us with alternative plans
should contingencies arise,” Sauey says.
“As a result, we’re confident when we make
decisions. We’re confident that we’ve chosen
a good path that will positively impact our
company’s future.”
Flambeau’s growth strategy encompasses

“They are competent,
capable people at Fedeli,
and they work very hard
at delivering personal
service.”

Tim Moroney
Risk manager,
Property & Casualty Division
The Fedeli Group
(216) 643-6865
tmoroney@thefedeligroup.com

– Jason Sauey, CEO, Flambeau

elements of organic and acquisition-based
growth, each of which comes with its own
set of risks. The company also continuously
looks at geographical expansion of its
distribution network, which means each
expansion, be it organic or not, means new
risks in a new territory. And knowing those
risks is especially important when considering
any type of international expansion.
“We expect to penetrate more strongly
into Canada and Mexico in the future,
and it’s going to be a challenge to gain
significant traction in international
markets,” Sauey says. “You have to make
sure you have the infrastructure in place,
that you understand the local business laws,
in addition to environmental concerns at
any potential site. It all carries risk. That’s
why we have Fedeli working with us as we
consider any potential expansion move.”
From Moroney’s point of view, the best
clients are the most transparent, and that’s
exactly what Fedeli has in Flambeau.
“In any advisory situation, you’re going
to get out of it what you put into it,”
he says. “And Flambeau puts a lot into
our relationship with them. They’ll talk
to us when they’re looking at any new
acquisition, or when they’re considering
any type of growth or expansion.
They’ll talk with us about the potential
ramifications from a cost and business
standpoint, and leverage our expertise as a

Tim Moroney serves as an account executive on larger accounts with more
sophisticated program designs or exposure issues, assessing the needs
of larger prospective opportunities and then establishing the processes,
protocols and capabilities by which we can meet those needs.
Moroney came to The Fedeli Group in 2010 with a solid understanding of
risk management as it relates to property and casualty insurance, having
designed and negotiated sophisticated large deductible/retention and
alternative risk programs for Fortune 500 companies.
Moroney obtained an MBA from Baldwin-Wallace College. His hobbies
include participating in sports such as golf, cycling and volleyball, and
serving as landscaper and home remodeler for his adult children.
Expertise:
• General liability  • Umbrella policies  • Manufacturing
• Hospitality  • International Property and Casualty

firm before they make a decision.”
When the adviser and client have
the same goals and values, as Fedeli and
Flambeau do, it makes for a fruitful
relationship for both parties. Both Sauey
and Moroney look forward to where the
relationship is headed in the future.
“I think we’ll continue to grow together
and work closely together,” Moroney says.
“We really do have a mutually beneficial
relationship. We’ll continue to add value
to their business as things progress. I think

Flambeau is headed in a very positive
direction.”
Sauey is equally excited about the
relationship.
“They are competent, capable people
at Fedeli, and they work very hard at
delivering personal service,” Sauey says.
“Their level of expertise is going to continue
to give us a competitive advantage as
we keep looking to expand, while still
addressing and managing the risk issues
that come with it.” v
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Wellness

Healthy

results
Worksite wellness that works

Nick Fedeli,
Andre Lukez,
Daniela
Dinwiddie,
Courtney
Briggs
and Becky
Andrako of
The Fedeli
Group

E

mployers have been
implementing and managing
worksite wellness programs
for more than a decade, and
in recent years, studies have
attempted to determine the effectiveness
of such programs.
Despite these studies, however, there
is no consensus as to whether worksite
wellness works.
According to The Rand Corp.’s 2013
“Workplace Wellness Programs Study,”
wellness programs have a minimal impact
on health care costs, and the average
length of time before realizing a return on
investment (ROI) in a wellness program is
five years.
So are there specific steps an employer
must take to have a successful, sustainable
and ROI-producing worksite wellness
program? The truth is that there are no
guarantees, and not all worksite wellness
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programs are created equal. However,
certain characteristics of wellness programs
tend to yield positive, longer-lasting results
and eventually an ROI.
When it comes to wellness, there is no
simple solution, but doing nothing is not
a viable option. A study Fedeli conducted
using Fedeli’s health care analytics software
found that, on average, a healthy employee
has medical claim costs of $2,200 per year,
whereas an employee with multiple chronic
conditions incurs costs of $11,000 per
year. In addition, various studies indicate
that both presenteeism and the number
lost workdays increase significantly for
employees with chronic conditions.
Fedeli has been working with
organizations for the past several years
creating, designing and implementing
wellness programs. Initially, employers
dipped into wellness programs by
hosting health fairs, providing limited

An employer-sponsored
wellness program will
succeed only if the
commitment is proactive
and ongoing.
communication and education, and making
available onsite voluntary biometric
screenings, all without follow-up. In
addition, these programs were not linked to
the health plan, overall culture, or individual
well-being and achievement. While most
programs were well received and helpful,
they had a limited impact.
Today, many employers are taking a
fresh approach to wellness programming.

Experience has provided many lessons, and
forward-thinking employers are focused
on reinventing their worksite wellness
programs to include:
• Cultural alignment and senior
management support
• Proactive and ongoing education
• Financial rewards for measurable goal
attainment

Cultural alignment and
senior management support

Is your company culture screaming
wellness? Is your senior management
team on board with the wellness message?
Are you communicating your message to
all? According to Dee Edington, Ph.D.,
“Behavior change is really the mantra of
wellness, but if a person achieves a lifestyle
behavior change, only to return to the
same unhealthy environment, what can we
expect will happen? We set up wellness for
failure if we don’t work on improving the
environment and culture before we work on
individual behavior change.” (The Art of
Health Promotion, Sept. /Oct. 2012).
Aligning mission, vision and culture with
wellness is necessary in order to see any
benefits of a worksite wellness program.
Companies that live and breathe wellness
have employees who will do the same.
Wellness becomes a natural extension of
an organization’s identity and aspirations.
If senior management doesn’t buy in
to wellness, how do we expect middle
management and the rest of the company
to buy in?
Organizations need passionate, persistent
and persuasive leadership to promote the
culture of wellness. Communicating the
message is vital and needs to be effective
through clarity of vision, purposeful
listening and meaningful messaging.

Proactive and ongoing education

Many wellness programs begin with a
high level of excitement that quickly
dissipates. However, improving long-term
health is a long-term process that requires
reinforcement, commitment and the
changing of habits. An employer-sponsored
wellness program will succeed only if the
commitment is proactive and ongoing.
Changing poor lifestyle habits is

For more
information contact
Tammy Sacchini,
BSPH, CHES
Wellness Coordinator
Employee Benefits
Division or
Andre J. Lukez, CCO,
The Fedeli Group at
(216) 328-8080.

essential to realizing a meaningful impact.
According to Charles Duhigg’s book,
“The Power of Habit,” people succeed in
transforming habits by focusing on patterns.
By understanding how habits work, more
effective wellness programming can be
designed and implemented. Duhigg says
habits result from a cue (time, location and
environment), a routine (the habit itself)
and the reward (what motivates the habit).
This is the habit loop.
Understanding the work environment is
essential. Is the work environment cuing
employees to routinely engage in bad
lifestyle habits? Or is the environment
encouraging healthy behaviors? For
example, are healthy foods accessible? Are
facilities tobacco-free? Does the health plan
incorporate wellness services and resources?
Is there education on how to become and
stay healthy? Being proactive in creating
an environment in which good choices are
the easy choices is essential to a successful
worksite wellness program.

Financial reward for
measurable goal attainment

A well-designed wellness program provides
the tools, the encouragement and the culture
to drive change across the enterprise. But
ultimately, individuals must take responsibility
for their own actions. While random and
uncontrollable illnesses and accidents will
always be present, multiple studies confirm
that up to 75 percent of health care costs are
related to lifestyle behavior.

As wellness programs evolve, realism
is replacing idealism as employers grasp
that not everyone will embrace wellness.
Increasingly, employers are adopting
programs that reward those who either
make meaningful changes in their behavior
or maintain an already healthy lifestyle.
Parallels can be drawn with personal auto
insurance, for example, whereby those with
a history of safety pay less for premiums. In
health care, we are entering an era whereby
those with a commitment to wellness will
be rewarded for their actions.
The Affordable Care Act clarifies what
employers can and cannot do in respect to
financial incentives for an employer health
plan. Under the law, premium differentials
of up to 50 percent are allowed under health
contingent programs. Most employers take
a more prudent approach, with differentials
of about 10 percent. Employers must
understand that under the law, employees
who fail to meet the “standard” must be
offered the opportunity to participate in a
“reasonable alternative.” By participating in
the reasonable alternative, the employee can
earn the financial reward.
A lot has been learned about worksite
wellness programs over the past decade.
Most programs fail in reaching their
objectives, but employers who are willing
to make the cultural commitment, be
proactive and ongoing in their efforts and
implement a rewards structure can realize
demonstrable financial and productivity
gains in the long run. v
www.thefedeligroup.com u 13

Left: Tom
McConnell, CFO
Right: John Gans,
president, Discount
Drug Mart
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cover story // Discount Drug Mart

One-stop

Discount Drug
Mart pioneered
the super drug
store retail model
in 1969 and is still
going strong By Erik Cassano

SHOP

photos by jesse kramer

P

arviz Boodjeh had a vision for
building a better drug store.
After graduating from the
University of Toledo in 1954,
Boodjeh worked for several national chains,
becoming a shareholder in one of them,
and developed a keen understanding of the
business side of the pharmacy industry.
Throughout the 1960s, as suburbs grew,
shopping centers sprawled and retail
gravitated toward large-store concepts,
Boodjeh’s evolving vision was to build a
supersized drug store.
In 1969, Boodjeh realized his vision with
the opening of the first Discount Drug
Mart in Elyria.
“His vision was to build a drug store that
was 16,000 or 17,000 square feet,” says
Tom McConnell, CFO of Discount Drug
Mart. “At the time, it was probably three
times the size of a typical drug store. He
wanted to include all types of items that
shoppers would be looking for.”
The store’s inventory has shifted over
the years. At one point, the chain carried

lawn mowers, but a lack of a service and
repair infrastructure ended the experiment.
And in the late 1980s, Drug Mart launched
a successful video rental business. But
throughout the inventory trials and
adjustments, the chain has never wavered
from its core pharmacy and health-andbeauty businesses, and a commitment to
slow, steady growth focused largely in areas
not serviced by big-box retailers.
It’s an approach that has allowed Drug
Mart to grow to more than 70 locations,
concentrated primarily in northeastern and
north-central Ohio, but with additional
locations scattered throughout the state.
“We’re not necessarily a ‘corner of Main
and Main’ type of chain,” McConnell
says. “We look for areas that have good
parking and high visibility from the
street, with reasonable rent. We have a
sizeable presence in metropolitan areas like
Cleveland, but we also focus on smaller
communities like Upper Sandusky, Dover,
New Philadelphia and Wooster — areas
where there is really a need for our type of
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cover story // Discount Drug Mart

“We’re in the health
care business, and
Fedeli understands
the business inside
and out.”
– Tom McConnell, CFO,
Discount Drug Mart

One of Discount’s newest stores in Brunswick

store in the community.”
Drug Mart’s focused community-oriented
approach to growth makes it a perfect fit for
a productive partnership with Fedeli, which
has handled many risk-management and
support solutions for Drug Mart over the
past decade.

A changing landscape

When the first Drug Mart opened in 1969,
the idea of a “super” drug store was a novel
concept. Much of the pharmacy space was
still dominated by smaller players.
Since 1969 — and over the past 20 years
in particular — the tables have turned. Drug
Mart is now the comparatively small player
competing with retail giants for business in
virtually every product category. Walmart
and Target are now in the pharmacy space,
as well as just about every other space that
Drug Mart is in. And while competitors
such as Walgreen’s have smaller floor plans,
they still come to the fight armed with
16 u Fedeli Factor

regional and national purchasing power and
marketing clout.
In short, the pharmacy and drug store
space is crowded. It is perhaps the single
biggest risk Drug Mart faces, and it has relied
heavily on Fedeli’s expertise to help navigate
a crowded market, where virtually every
customer has multiple pharmacy choices
within a short drive of home and work.
Part of the risk-management strategy is
tied to filling the gaps in the marketplace,
finding cities and regions that are
underserved in the pharmacy and discount
retail space. Another part of it involves the
ongoing evolution of the Drug Mart store
concept.
“People often forget that supermarkets
are as much of a competitor for us as
Walgreens or CVS,” McConnell says.
“We’re competing against chains like Giant
Eagle, too. So you’re starting to see us
answering that competition by carving out a
bit of a presence in the grocery space.”

Discount Drug Mart locations in
Independence and Brunswick Hills have
added a fresh produce section and deli
counter. It’s an effort to gain more of the
one-stop-shop market — customers who
don’t want to drive to multiple stores
to purchase household items, groceries,
toiletries and pharmacy items.
“Now we’re opening stores that are, on
average, 24,000 square feet,” McConnell
says. “Expansion has been the name of the
game, but for us, it’s knowing when and
how to expand, and how to best fill the
holes in the marketplace.”
Fedeli offers general risk-management
advice that affects Drug Mart’s growth
strategy, but where Fedeli offers its biggest
benefit to Drug Mart is in the health
insurance space. In addition to its own
health insurance plan for its employees,
Drug Mart deals with health insurance
for every customer who fills a prescription
at one of its stores. Like all pharmacies,
Drug Mart is significantly affected by
every change to Medicare and Medicaid,
and by the various moving targets created
by the phase-by-phase enactment of the
Affordable Care Act.
“It’s an evolving business landscape,
in the pharmacy area in particular,”
McConnell says. “Over the time we’ve
been in operation, you’ve had changes to
Medicare and Medicaid, the advent of
managed care plans, and now the health
care reform act. So we’re trying to provide
the best service while still being efficient
and working within the regulations that
govern the insurance industry, which are
constantly changing.”
Because Fedeli has a deep understanding
of the health care space and how
tumultuous it can be, Fedeli’s insight is a
critical element in how Drug Mart manages
risk and formulates its strategic plans.
“We’re in the health care business, and
Fedeli understands the business inside and
out,” McConnell says. “They understand
that pharmacies are an integral part of health
care, and Fedeli is able to leverage their
strong background and relationships within
the field to help us in a number of ways.”
Fedeli also provides regulatory guidance
in helping Drug Mart navigate the
Affordable Care Act.
“It’s a challenge for all businesses, and

Fedeli helps show us what we can do, both
individually and as a business, to minimize
costs and keep costs in check relative to
the laws and regulations set forth in the
PPACA. Fedeli has been very helpful in
that case.”

Internal matters

As a pharmacy that has served countless
customers since 1969, Drug Mart is
consistently involved with the agencies
and organizations that manage the health
care of each person who walks up to a
pharmacy counter at a Drug Mart location
every day.
But as an organization that employs
thousands, there is another aspect to health
care for Drug Mart, and The Fedeli Group
helps Drug Mart with the company’s health
care strategy and the associated costs. It’s an
ongoing task to keep health care affordable
for such a large organization, and Fedeli is
key to doing so.
Fedeli has worked with Drug Mart and
the company’s health insurance provider,
Medical Mutual, to fashion a strategy
that goes beyond the dollars and cents of
insurance coverage, taking an active role
in the lifestyle choices of Drug Mart’s
employees.
“If our employees are healthier, it makes
our company healthier,” McConnell
says. “It helps save us money, making us
financially healthier, but beyond that, a
healthier workforce provides better service
for our customers, and that’s what keeps
our customers coming back to us. Our
strategy to manage health and wellness is as
important as anything else going on within
our company.”
McConnell says it has been critical to
have a partner like Fedeli that takes a global
approach to managing the risks associated
with health care. Fedeli pulls back to
take a wide-angle view and manage the
entire condition, as opposed to managing
individual symptoms.
“Fedeli brings that perspective to
the table, which is invaluable for us,”
McConnell says. “Fedeli is a full-service
problem solver for health care, but also for
any other issues we might have. They don’t
just provide a list of services; they really try
to think outside the box and assist us in the
way we run our business.”

The future

Drug Mart’s story is one of perseverance.
Despite an ever-evolving health care
landscape that affects the company both
internally and from a customer service
standpoint, and despite competition from
a wide range of competitors on both the
pharmacy and retail fronts, Drug Mart
continues to thrive with a well-defined
growth strategy and a practical approach to
risk management led by Fedeli.
“Our vision is to be a health care
destination, not just a retail outlet and
pharmacy,” McConnell says. “We want to
have a one-stop shopping experience for all
of your health and wellness needs, and many
household needs. Whether you’re sick or
looking to stay well, we want you to look at us
first. We are already that type of destination
to a lot of our customers, and we want to
continue growing in that manner.”
With a history of ventures that at one time
included a mail-order prescription business,
Drug Mart is no stranger to pursuing new
business avenues in the name of driving new
business and solidifying their stores as onestop health and wellness shops. That’s why
the company’s leaders are planning to test yet
another new market by entering the durable
medical equipment field.
“We have wanted for a while to expand
our range of offerings into the home
health care and durable medical equipment
market,” McConnell says. “We already
had a health care element to our stores.
Four of our stores have on-site clinics,
where you can see a physician assistant or

nurse practitioner, who are able to write
prescriptions as necessary. This will help
extend that aspect of our service.”
To that end, Drug Mart has announced
an affiliation with Hastings Professional
Medical Equipment, a provider of homedelivered medical equipment.
“It’s a joint venture, with an option
to purchase the company, which we are
presently negotiating to do,” McConnell
says. “Having Hastings under our umbrella
will give us the capability to provide inhome care and equipment such as beds and
wheelchairs to customers throughout our
footprint. We’re also working to partner
with hospitals, which will form an entire
continuum of service and care for patients
transitioning from a hospital setting to
home care. It’s a major move for us.”
This is also another example of Fedeli’s
impact on Drug Mart. The company has
a longstanding philosophy of diversified
growth, but Fedeli’s risk advisory role
has helped to solidify its standing as a
company focused on managing risk and
smart growth. McConnell sees Drug Mart’s
relationship with Fedeli continuing, and
strengthening, in the future.
“Really, it comes down to people,” he
says. “Fedeli knows they’re dealing with
people, not just a company. Fedeli is
helping to manage risk exposure for the
people who work here, helping to give them
peace of mind on multiple fronts. They
treat our people well and give them access
to the best resources. We always feel like
we’re an important client to Fedeli.” v
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Along for the

RIDE

The Fedeli Group helps keep Ohio’s largest public transit system rolling

I

f you need to get somewhere in the
Greater Cleveland area, RTA has a
bus, rapid or shuttle that can get you
there.
Spanning over 1,600 miles in bus
and rail routes, RTA is the largest public
transportation system in Ohio, and one of
the largest in the country relative to the
population of its service area. And RTA
has expanded services, despite a local
economic downturn that lasted for most
of the previous decade and culminated in a
historic international recession. RTA has
continued building services in the face of
mounting internal costs, including health
insurance for its 2,400 employees, fuel for
its hundreds of buses and electricity to
power its rapid transit lines.
RTA’s most notable recent project is the
HealthLine, a bus rapid transit line that
began service in 2008. The line runs between
Public Square and the Louis Stokes Station at
Windermere in East Cleveland, and services
PlayhouseSquare, Cleveland State University,
the Cleveland Clinic main campus,
University Circle and Little Italy around the
clock, seven days a week, every five to 30
minutes depending on the time of day.
“We’ve been working to expand our routes
and services,” says Joe Calabrese, RTA’s
CEO and general manager. “The local
economy has gotten stronger recently, but
because of the way our financing works, it
has been a struggle to expand significantly.
There have been a lot of funding challenges
on both the federal and state level.”
In addition to expansion, simply
maintaining RTA’s existing infrastructure
is a challenge.
“We have rails, tracks, signals, substations
and 65 bridges for our rail network, and we
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also need to have a replacement schedule for
500 buses,” he says. “So while we do have a
tremendous desire to keep growing, we have
to first look at maintaining what we have.
That factor is increased when you consider
that our system is much bigger compared to
transit systems in like-sized cities. We service
more people than the systems in Cincinnati,
Columbus and Dayton combined.”

Trends in public transit

The role of public transit in Northeast
Ohio is changing. As ridership levels
increase and ridership geographies and
demographics fluctuate, managing the
system requires variations in how resources
and manpower are allocated, which,
in turn, impacts factors such as health
insurance and union contract negotiations.
This year, RTA is in the process of
negotiating two major labor contracts,
and Fedeli will work alongside RTA in a
consulting capacity throughout the process.
“Health care, benefits and deductibles
will be major issues at the bargaining
table,” Calabrese says. “Through all the
negotiations, we’ll be trying to fashion a
solution that maintains a first-class system
for our employees, but one that we can
work with as an agency.”
One myth Calabrese wants to dispel is
that Cleveland is just a car town. Although
outward suburban expansion has helped
thin out the traffic flow on the area’s
highways, making rush hour tamer than
what you might encounter in cities such as
Chicago, Atlanta and Washington, D.C.,
Cleveland also has a growing base of young
professionals who live in or near downtown
and prefer mass transit.
“Our ridership is up. Cleveland isn’t as

“Our ridership is up.
Cleveland isn’t as car-driven
as you might think.”

car-driven as you might think,” Calabrese
says. “There are now more people living
downtown than at any time in the city’s
history. Many of them don’t even own a car.
They want to live downtown, and they want
to use mass transit to get around.”
That trend doesn’t appear to be slowing.
Several thousand potential tenants are on
waiting lists for apartments downtown, in
Tremont and Ohio City. The area in and
around University Circle represents another
urban-growth hot spot.
“What you will start to see are
congestion and parking issues in certain
neighborhoods, and in those areas, public
transportation will become an increasingly
important issue,” Calabrese says. “That is a
very positive trend for us.”
As a local firm, Fedeli has a front-row seat
to the growth and trends in the Cleveland
area and can use firsthand knowledge to
fashion employee benefits solutions for RTA
in an ever-evolving environment.
“Growth and change can affect a system
like ours in ways you might not even
realize,” Calabrese says. “Our health care
program doesn’t just consist of insurance.
It’s the overall design of the plan. How do
we promote employee wellness, how do we
provide education to employees to use the
system better, so that we don’t have any
unnecessary expenses? Fedeli has a lot of
experience in that type of plan design, and
it’s that global view of things that makes
them such a valuable partner.”
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What the future holds

RTA has the capacity to expand
significantly, thanks in large part to a city
infrastructure that was mostly built in
the first half of the 20th century, when
it was the nation’s sixth-largest city with
a population that, at its peak, topped
900,000. So despite funding trends, the
potential still exists for future growth.
“When I arrived in Cleveland, one of
the first things that struck me was how
comprehensive the infrastructure is for a city
of this size,” Calabrese says. “The light and

heavy rail systems were designed for a city that
was more than twice the population we have
now. When the rails were built, we were a city
of 900,000 and growing. Now, we’re trying
to stabilize at 400,000, though the regional
population is still over 2 million. And we do
have room to grow in order to meet the needs
of that population.”
Although the decisions that directly
impact RTA’s growth potential happen
largely in the legislative arenas in
Washington and Columbus, The Fedeli
Group will work with Calabrese and his
team to try to position the system for
growth when the opportunity arises.
In addition to growth concerns,
Calabrese says RTA needs to demonstrate
responsible management as part of
being a responsible member of the local
community.
“We’ve had a lot of local support from
both the business and the political spheres
in Cleveland and throughout the region,”
he says. “So we’re trying to acknowledge
that support by running RTA as a first-class
modern business. We do that by providing
great service to our customers while still
keeping costs in check, and doing so in
an environment that demands tighter and
tighter cost control in multiple areas.”

First-class employees

If RTA is to continue to grow and
strengthen its standing as one of the best
transit systems in the nation, it will need
a deep reservoir of talent that is constantly
replenished. Fedeli has, and will continue,
to play a significant role in positioning
RTA as an attractive career destination for
members of the public transit space.
“A first-class company needs first-class
employees,” Calabrese says. “A big part of

that is constructing a first-class benefits
package to attract and retain the best talent.
That goes back to one of our biggest cost
items, which is health benefits. The type of
package we offer has to be attractive while
still making financial sense for us as an
organization.”
Fedeli has taken the talent-recruitment
and talent-retention needs of RTA into
consideration as Fedeli has crafted a benefits
solution that remains within RTA’s cost
tolerance.
“Fedeli has been great in working with
us,” he says. “They have paid attention to
every detail of the plan design, and now
we really have what I consider a first-class
benefits system.”
Last year, RTA’s benefits-related
expenses were less than they were in 2007.
“That is how we’ve managed our budget
while still positioning ourselves as an
attractive career destination,” Calabrese says.
Fedeli has also worked with RTA to
manage the health insurance costs through
health education initiatives and wellness
programs designed to allow employees to
take control of their health.
“Controlling health care costs has been, and
will continue to be, instrumental for us as far
as controlling our overall costs as an agency,”
Calabrese says. “Health care is a major
percentage of our total budget, and there are
a lot of variables at work that determine how
much we pay. Fedeli has worked with us to try
to control all of those variables and make us a
leaner organization with controlled costs and a
healthier workforce.
“If you’re not controlling health care,
you’re not controlling your overall expenses,
and that can be a big problem. Fedeli
understands that, and that’s why they’re
such a valuable partner for us.” v
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Risk Management

Assessing

RISK

Are you prepared if flooding damages your home or business?

N

ortheast Ohio isn’t known for
catastrophic floods, but just because
major floods don’t often happen doesn’t mean
you’re immune. And it doesn’t necessarily
mean that you are better off gambling on the
likelihood of avoiding flood damage.
Flood damage isn’t covered under a
homeowner’s insurance policy. Instead,
flood coverage is provided under a
separate policy underwritten by the federal
government’s National Flood Insurance
Program. Many homeowners don’t
realize floods aren’t covered under their
homeowner’s policy, and when a flood
strikes, it is too late.
If you are concerned about your exposure
to flooding, The Fedeli Group will help you
navigate and place coverage through the
National Flood Insurance Program. Some
mortgage companies require flood coverage
as part of a home purchase, depending on
where the home is located. However, flood
coverage is a good idea for any home located
on flat terrain, or near a body of water.
“Flood insurance is underwritten
by FEMA,” says Debbie May, an
account manager at Fedeli. “It’s written
as an separate policy apart from your
homeowner’s insurance and covers flooding
from an external source, which is different
than flooding that might occur from sewer
backup or a sump pump failure.”
Your Fedeli representative can assess
your property’s vulnerability and determine
whether flood insurance makes sense for you.
Flood insurance covers damage caused to
the interior of your home by surface water,
such as heavy rainfall, snowmelt or a lack of
permeable soil that can absorb precipitation.
It does not cover water or sewer backup.
If you already have flood insurance, Fedeli
can conduct periodic check-ups to review
your circumstances as they change. If nearby
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construction has turned a grass field into
a parking lot, or some other topographical
alteration has made your property more
susceptible to flooding, your Fedeli
representative will work with you to craft an
insurance solution that protects your home.
No matter the situation, Fedeli will help
you find a solution that meets your needs
and manages your risks, and does so at a

competitive price.
We believe our best clients are our
best-informed clients, and we strive to
make sure all of our clients are educated
about the risks they face and the available
solutions that can effectively manage those
risks. It’s all part of our commitment to
building meaningful and longstanding
relationships with our clients. v

Personal lines
and wealth
management
services
Debbie May,
Debbie Skelley,
Another way Fedeli strives to
Account Manager
Account Manager
provide industry-standard risk
management solutions is through
its personal lines and wealth management services. As our client, you’ll receive
periodic reviews that help you understand your unique risk situation, and we will
then work with you to develop a personalized risk management plan designed to
meet your needs.
“The personal risk reviews are designed to uncover specific areas of risk and
give us a better idea of how to address them,” says Debbie Skelley, an account
manager with Fedeli.
After your review, you’ll receive a written report to serve as your road map, with
clear, concise recommendations from your Fedeli risk-management expert.
When you are ready to make a decision, you will have full access to the many
outstanding insurance companies with which Fedeli partners.
Fedeli’s insurance partners can offer you plans that cover your home, car
and office, personal liability, identity theft, watercraft and other high-value
possessions such as jewelry, wine and fine art. Fedeli’s risk-management
insurance solutions can also include catastrophe protection for exposures such
as earthquakes, wind damage and flooding. We can also make recommendations
to manage the personal risks associated with your business, including corporate
buy-sell agreements, estate planning and deferred compensation programs.
Whatever risks you encounter, whether they are to your property, livelihood,
personal information, business or possessions, Fedeli has the knowledge and the
resources to manage the risk and give you peace of mind.

Achievement Centers for Children

more...
. . . help, hope and achievements
for children with disabilities
Thanks to dedicated supporters like The Fedeli Group, we

★

bring brighter futures to children with disabilities and hope

★
★

to their families. We serve over 3,000 children with disabilities
and their families each year, helping them reach their fullest
potential through comprehensive services and programs.
Together, we can help children with disabilities do more.

Therapy

■

Family Support

■

Intensive Therapy Clinic

■

Education and Autism Services

■

Highland Hills
4255 Northfield Road
Highland Hills, Ohio 44128
Phone 216.292.9700
Westlake
24211 Center Ridge Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145
Phone 440.250.2520
Camp Cheerful
15000 Cheerful Lane
Strongsville, Ohio 44136
Phone 440.238.6200
www.achievementcenters.org
information 216.292.9700

Recreation and Sports
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Giving Back

Cleveland Clinic Children’s Gala
Formerly known as HeartThrob Ball, nearly 1,000 guests
celebrate the 24th annual Cleveland Clinic Children’s Gala

The event took place at
Public Auditorium on
May 2, 2014
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Umberto Fedeli, Norma Lerner,
Dr. Ronald and Mrs. Helen Ross,
and Dean Fisher

The Courage Award is presented
annually at Cleveland Clinic Children’s
Gala to honor young patients who
have bravely and graciously faced
overwhelming adversity

Umberto Fedeli served as
the 2014 co-chair of the
Children’s Gala

An elegant display of images of Cleveland Clinic
Children’s patients

Umberto Fedeli Sr., Lucia Fedeli, Denise Fedeli
and Danny Fedeli

Dr. Toby Cosgrove, CEO and president, Cleveland Clinic, and his wife,
Anita, recognize Umberto Fedeli’s birthday that evening
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Employee benefits thought leadership
How has the Affordable Care Act impacted your approach
to employee benefits?

By Douglas Dykes

T

By Heather Milicevic

W

e must deal with the Affordable Care Act at
Western Reserve Health System both as an
employer offering a health plan and as a provider of
health services. With the implications of the ACA so
wide reaching, developing a deep understanding of
its impacts has been a top priority since the law was
signed four years ago.
As health care providers, we are adapting to a
new and uncertain environment in which payment
structures will increasingly be based on new measures
of accountability rather than fee for service, where
reimbursement per patient will ultimately be impacted
by outcome, and where we expect an influx of newly
insured patients who will put pressure on existing
infrastructure. We are, in essence, redefining our
business processes and strategies from top to bottom.
As an employer, our industry is known for offering
rich benefit plans to employees. Cost pressures placed
on providers of health care put pressure on our ability
to continue such programs at a time when medical
professionals are in high demand. As an organization,
we want to be viewed as an employer of choice, and
a quality benefits program goes into that mix. Like
most employers, we are seeking solutions that make
our health plan more efficient and value-based.
Heather Milicevic is vice resident and chief human
resources officer at Western Reserve Health System.
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he Northeast Ohio
Regional Sewer
District (NEORSD), like
many other organizations,
has devoted a great number
of staff hours to ensuring
that we are in compliance
with the Affordable Care
Act. We have taken steps
to educate our employee
population about the
impact of the law with respect to their health care plan. We have
also worked with our senior leaders to help them understand
the short-term and long-term impact this law will have on our
organization.
Although completing tasks is very critical to ensuring compliance
with the law, the true testament of human resources is how we
leverage new laws, initiatives and policies to strategically broach and
benefit our organization’s human capital.
Our organization’s approach to health care is comprehensively
focused on wellness. Our position is that health care is reactive.
Although necessary and beneficial, health care becomes what you
do. We believe that wellness is what you are, and therefore, this
makes us proactive.
As the passing of the ACA came into play, we as human resources
strategists began to figure out how our organization can leverage the
act to broaden our wellness offerings.
Yes, we ensured that all required compliance was met, but more
important, we took the passing of the act as an opportunity to
make our wellness program more robust and more engaging for our
employees. At each juncture, the Affordable Care Act has provided
our human resources group opportunities to spread the wellness
news and to reinforce our organization’s commitment to exceptional
communication.
Because of the timing of the Affordable Care Act, we have also
increased our internal customer service outlook. Providing our
stakeholders with relevant information, in a timely manner, has
improved our relationship with our internal stakeholders and has
increased our customer service level.
Douglas Dykes is director of human resources at the Northeast Ohio
Regional Sewer District.

BE AN UNEXPECTED HERO

TELL A STORY.
“I recall one time while I was reading, this little girl started to pick out some of
the words and phrases in the book. It was something that we had done before,
but in a way it seemed like I was helping her learn how to read. I’m a big reader
myself, and I don’t think there’s a better gift than helping someone learn to read.”
GEOFF JAKIEL

PNC Employee/Volunteer

With core services in early learning, integrated health and wellness, and connection services
including food centers, youth and family programs, and workforce development opportunities,
we are creating positive change in our Cleveland community. Become an unexpected hero today
to join our mission.

GET INVOLVED.
For more information, visit our website www.thecentersohio.org
or contact Alexa New at 216-325-9369
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Community Involvement

Standing ovations

W

hen PlayhouseSquare was
looking for a partner to
provide health, dental and life
insurance consulting services,
they wanted a strong performer. They
found that partner in The Fedeli Group,
says Art Falco, president and CEO of
PlayhouseSquare.
“Fedeli has been a great advocate for us in
terms of providing us with the best financial
solutions,” he says. “Fedeli works with the
insurance companies to make sure they
put the right packages together and keep
our costs in line while providing the best
coverage for our employees.”
For more than 25 years, The Fedeli
Group has been a valued partner.
The largest performing arts center
in the country outside of New York,
PlayhouseSquare has experienced tremendous
growth over the years. The complex’s original
five venues — the Ohio, Palace, State, Allen
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and Hanna theatres — were constructed in
the 1920s and have since expanded to include
the 14th Street Theatres, as well as Kennedy’s
Cabaret, the Westfield Insurance Studio
Theatre and U.S. Bank Plaza. Through
that growth, PlayhouseSquare has been
committed to the economic development
of Northeast Ohio. Today, PlayhouseSquare
averages 1 million guests annually, with an
economic impact of more than $60 million a
year, says Falco.
In 1998, The PlayhouseSquare District
Development Corp, the governing entity
of the PlayhouseSquare District, was
formed. This collaborative group of building
owners and property stakeholders aims to
strengthen the economic vitality, livability
and commerce of the area. The group has
been a strong advocate for safety patrols,
residential opportunities and beautification
efforts throughout the neighborhood.
As PlayhouseSquare has grown, The

Fedeli Group has grown with it.
“They’ve helped us with long-range
planning because they understand where
health care is going,” Falco says. “That
allows us to look into and plan for the future.
They’ve been with us every step of the way,
providing great counsel.”
A willingness to get involved in individual
claims to find an ideal solution for
everyone makes The Fedeli Group unique,
says Falco. The company looks out for
PlayhouseSquare’s best interests, a quality
that is valued by the organization.
Using a robust platform of performing
arts, and combining it with economic
development and neighborhood
improvement, has been the key to
PlayhouseSquare’s success. A can-do
attitude leads PlayhouseSquare to look into
the future for additional opportunities and
partners, Falco says.
In the next few years, PlayhouseSquare
plans to continue focusing on residential
and economic development. Recently, they
partnered with K&D Management to convert
the Hanna Annex into leased apartments.
They continue to look into new programs and
events that will fulfill their mission of drawing
people to downtown Cleveland.
In May, PlayhouseSquare hosted the
Dazzle the District event which supported
its community engagement and education
programs. The event included the unveiling
of the 20-foot GE chandelier, the world’s
largest outdoor chandelier. The chandelier
includes more than 4,200 crystal pieces
and 68 GE LED lighting fixtures. As
PlayhouseSquare looks to the future,
Falco says The Fedeli Group will remain a
valued partner.
“We value the relationship we’ve had with
them for many years and look forward to
continuing that relationship for many years
to come,” he says. v
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Playhouse Square’s rousing success

In the Kitchen: With Mama Lucia and Lorry Fedeli

What’s
C o o ki n g ?
Mama Lucia
and Lorry
Fedeli

Parmigiana di melanzane (eggplant parmesan)
Ingredients:
2 long, firm eggplants
1 cup flour seasoned with salt
and pepper
4-5 whisked eggs
3-4 cups Italian-seasoned
breadcrumbs
Dash of milk
Sprinkle of Parmesan cheese
Corn or vegetable oil
6-8 cups marinara sauce
Grated mozzarella cheese
Basil leaves

T

here are many variations of this Italian
favorite, but here is one of the best. The recipe
is prepared by Lorry Fedeli, who runs the private
dining room at The Fedeli Group.
Fedeli says she typically serves it as an appetizer
because it is a good dish for serving multiple
guests.
After washing and slicing the eggplant, Fedeli
sprinkles it with salt and lets it sit for one hour
after to prevent bitterness and sogginess. She also
uses a special garnish.
“I like to place basil leaves on top,” she says.
“Not only does it make the dish look nice, but it
gives the eggplant an added fresh flavor.”
Here is Fedeli’s recipe. v

buon appetito!

Wash the eggplant and trim the
ends. Slice into ½-inch rounds.
Place on paper towels, sprinkle
with salt and let sit for one hour.
Place flour, egg and breadcrumbs in three separate
bowls. Add a dash of milk and
a sprinkle of Parmesan cheese
to eggs.
Dip eggplant slice in flour,
shaking off excess and making
sure to cover both sides.
Dip eggplant in egg mixture,
shaking off excess and making
sure to cover both sides.
Dip eggplant in breadcrumbs,
shaking off excess and making

sure to cover both sides.
Repeat with all slices,
arranging on a baking sheet
in a single layer.
In a large skillet, pour corn or
vegetable oil approximately halfway full and heat until it begins
to smoke. The oil must be very
hot. Cook eggplant in a single
layer, turning so each side is
golden and crispy. Repeat for all
slices, making sure to allow oil
to reheat to temperature before
adding another batch to the pan.
Remove eggplant from pan and
transfer in a single layer to a
baking sheet covered with paper
towels to absorb excess oil.
Lay slices in a single layer on
another baking sheet. Just before serving, top each eggplant
with a tablespoon of marinara
sauce and grated mozzarella
cheese.
Bake at 400 degrees until
cheese is bubbly.
Remove and serve.
Buon appetito.
Serves eight.
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Crowne Centre
5005 Rockside Road, Fifth Floor
Independence, OH 44131
www.thefedeligroup.com

A healthy choice, a healthy associate,
a healthy company.
The Fedeli Group dining room is a place where personal
relationships are nurtured. The warm hospitality extended
to all who visit us is reflected in the meals we serve. As
a company committed to wellness, our meals are made
fresh, with passion and with healthy ingredients. We look
forward to serving you at The Fedeli Group.

An investment in wellness is an investment in the future.

www.thefedeligroup.com • (216) 328-8080

